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Apportionment is the process of allocating political power among a set of
principles (or defined constituencies). In most representative governments,
political power has most recently been apportioned among constituencies
based on population, but there is a long history of different approaches.
The United States Constitution, however, apportions political power differently
between its upper house, the Senate, and its lower house, the House of
Representatives. Within the Senate, each state is represented by two seats, the
result of compromise when the constitution was written. Seats in the US House
of Representatives (the House) are apportioned among the states based on the
relative population of each state in the total population of the union. The
states then create districts from which representatives will be elected to serve
in the US House of Representatives. The ideal is that each district would have
an equal amount of population. States can lose or gain seats at each
decennial census. Districts must be redrawn within each state after each
census to reflect population changes.

Apportionment Poster (한국선거관리위원회)

Apportionment is also applied in party-list proportional representation elections to distribute seats
different parties once they've won a particular percentage of the vote. Current philosophy is that each
vote should carry the same weight in legislative bodies that are derived from population.
There are many different mathematical schemes for calculating apportionment, which can produce
results in terms of seats for the relevant party or sector. Additionally, all methods are subject to one
anomalies.
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P (B ) : Total voting of the party B
n : parliamentary seats of the party B

P ( A) P ( B )
>
f ( m) f ( n)
: party A with vote total P(A) is entitled to its mth seat.

By the function f, we can make many models to the apportionment system.

The apportionment method suggested by Alexander Hamilton was approved by Congress in 1791, but was
subsequently vetoed by president Washington - in the very first exercise of the veto power by President of the
United States. Hamilton's method was adopted by the US Congress in 1852 and was in use through 1911 when
it was replaced by Webster's method.
• Compute the divisor D = (Total population)/(Number of seats)
• Find and round down state quotas {(State population)/D}. The leftover fractional parts add up to a
whole number of seats.
• Distribute the surplus seats, one per state, starting with the largest leftover fractional part, then
proceeding to the next largest, and so on, until all the surplus seats have been dealt with.
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P (B ) : Total voting of the party B
n : parliamentary seats of the party B

P ( A) P ( B )
>
f ( m) f ( n)
: party A with vote total P(A) is entitled to its mth seat.
f(x) set to Q-x (Q is a fixed amount called a quota).

Stable Situation : A Fair Distribution

Population Changes

One seat remains : Need a fair distribution.

P ( A) P ( B )
>
f ( m) f ( n)
: party A with vote total P(A) is entitled to its mth seat.
f(x) set to Q-x (Q is a fixed amount called a quota).
Stable Situation : A Fair Distribution

Population Changes

Compare the fraction area, check the rank and assign. (Hamilton Method)

P ( A) P ( B )
>
f ( m) f ( n)
: party A with vote total P(A) is entitled to its mth seat.
f(x) set to Q-x (Q is a fixed amount called a quota).

By the amount of parliamentary seats, we can observe the assignment of seats
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P (B ) : Total voting of the party B
n : parliamentary seats of the party B

P ( A) P ( B )
>
f ( m) f ( n)
: party A with vote total P(A) is entitled to its mth seat.
f(x) set to Q-x (Q is a fixed amount called a quota).

http://www.cut-the-knot.org/Curriculum/SocialScience/AHamilton.shtml

Daniel Webster proposed his apportionment method in 1832. It was adopted by the Congress in 1842, and then
replaced by Alexander Hamilton's in 1852. It was again adopted in 1901 and reconfirmed in 1911. Finally, it was
replaced by Huntington-Hill's method in 1941.
• Compute the divisor D = (Total population)/(Number of seats)
• Modify D by an amount d, that could be negative, such that when state allocations
{(State population)/(D + d)} are rounded in the customary manner, they add up to the exact number
of seats.
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: parliamentary seats of the party A

P (B ) : Total voting of the party B
n : parliamentary seats of the party B

P ( A) P ( B )
>
f ( m) f ( n)
: party A with vote total P(A) is entitled to its mth seat.
f(x) set to the arithmetic mean of x and x+1 (the Webster method or method of major fractions).
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P ( A) P ( B )
>
f ( m) f ( n)
: party A with vote total P(A) is entitled to its mth seat.
f(x) set to the arithmetic mean of x and x+1 (the Webster method or method of major fractions).
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Daniel Webster proposed his apportionment method in 1832. It was adopted by the Congress in 1842, and then
replaced by Alexander Hamilton's in 1852. It was again adopted in 1901 and reconfirmed in 1911. Finally, it was
replaced by Huntington-Hill's method in 1941.
• Compute the divisor D = (Total population)/(Number of seats)
• Modify D by an amount d, that could be negative, such that when state allocations
{(State population)/(D + d)} are rounded in the customary manner, they add up to the exact number
of seats.
The Sainte-Laguë method of the highest average (equivalent to Webster's method or divisor method with
standard rounding) is one way of allocating seats proportionally for representative assemblies with party list
voting systems. It is named after French mathematician André Sainte-Laguë. The Sainte-Laguë method is closely
related to the D'Hondt method, although without the latter's favoritism for larger parties.
The Sainte-Laguë method is used in New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Latvia, Kosovo,
and Germany (on federal level for the Bundestag, on state level for the legislatures of Baden-Württemberg,
Hamburg, and Bremen). It was also used in Bolivia in 1993, in Poland in 2001, and in the elections to the
Palestinian Legislative Council in 2006. Modified version of this method was also used to allocate the
Proportional Representation (PR) seats in the Constituent Assembly poll of Nepal in 2008.

Huntington-Hill's method is the current method of seat apportionment used by the US Congress. It has been
signed in law by President Roosevelt on November 15, 1941.
• Compute the divisor D = (Total population)/(Number of seats)
• Modify D by an amount d, that could be negative, such that when state allocations {(State
population)/(D + d)} are rounded according to the method of equal proportions, they add up to the
exact number of seats.
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: Total voting of the party A
: parliamentary seats of the party A

P (B ) : Total voting of the party B
n : parliamentary seats of the party B

P ( A) P ( B )
>
f ( m) f ( n)
: party A with vote total P(A) is entitled to its mth seat.
f(x) set to the geometric mean of x and x+1 (the Huntington-Hill method or method of equal proportions)
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P (B ) : Total voting of the party B
n : parliamentary seats of the party B

P ( A) P ( B )
>
f ( m) f ( n)
: party A with vote total P(A) is entitled to its mth seat.
f(x) set to the geometric mean of x and x+1 (the Huntington-Hill method or method of equal proportions)

http://www.cut-the-knot.org/Curriculum/SocialScience/HH.shtml

Huntington-Hill's method is the current method of seat apportionment used by the US Congress. It has been
signed in law by President Roosevelt on November 15, 1941.
• Compute the divisor D = (Total population)/(Number of seats)
• Modify D by an amount d, that could be negative, such that when state allocations {(State
population)/(D + d)} are rounded according to the method of equal proportions, they add up to the
exact number of seats.
The United States House of Representatives uses this method of apportionment to assign the number of
representative seats to each state.
The method is credited to Edward Vermilye Huntington and Joseph Adna Hill.

U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000 and earlier censuses; and 1990 and earlier
censuses also published in 1990 CPH-2-1, Population and Housing Unit Counts,
United States

The d'Hondt method (mathematically but not operationally equivalent to Jefferson's method, and Bader-Ofer
method) is a highest averages method for allocating seats in party-list proportional representation. The
method is named after Belgian mathematician Victor d'Hondt. This system is less proportional than the other
popular divisor method, Sainte-Laguë, because d'Hondt slightly favors large parties and coalitions over scattered
small parties.
Legislatures using this system include those of Albania, Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile,
Colombia, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, East Timor, Ecuador, Estonia, Finland, Hungary, Iceland, Israel,
Japan, Republic of Macedonia, Republic of Moldova, Montenegro, the Netherlands, Northern Ireland,
Paraguay, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Scotland, Serbia, Slovenia, Spain, Turkey, Venezuela and Wales.
The system has also been used in Northern Ireland to allocate the ministerial positions in the Northern Ireland
Executive, for the 'top-up' seats in the London Assembly, in some countries during elections to the European
Parliament, and during the 1997 Constitution-era for allocating party-list parliamentary seats in Thailand.[2] A
modified form was used for elections in the Australian Capital Territory Legislative Assembly but abandoned in
favour of the Hare-Clark system. The system is also used in practice for the allocation between political groups
of a large number of posts (Vice Presidents, committee chairmen and vice-chairmen, delegation chairmen and
vice-chairmen) in the European Parliament.
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: Total voting of the party A
: parliamentary seats of the party A

P (B ) : Total voting of the party B
n : parliamentary seats of the party B

P ( A) P ( B )
>
f ( m) f ( n)
: party A with vote total P(A) is entitled to its mth seat.
f(x)=x+1 (the Jefferson method or method of greatest divisors)

In 1982 two mathematicians, Michel Balinski and Peyton Young, proved that any method of apportionment will
result in paradoxes whenever there are three or more parties (or states, regions, etc.). More precisely, their
theorem states that there is no apportionment system that has the following properties (as the example we take
the division of seats between parties in a system of proportional representation):
• It follows the quota rule: Each of the parties gets one of the two numbers closest to its fair share of
seats (if the party's fair share is 7.34 seats, it gets either 7 or 8).
• It does not have the Alabama paradox: If the total number of seats is increased, no party's number of
seats decreases.
• It does not have the population paradox: If one party gets more votes, whereas the other parties retain
the same number of votes, that party does not get fewer seats.

http://www.ams.org/featurecolumn/archive/apportionII1.html
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